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Under the assumption that the product l 2 of the formally symmetric differential
expression l of order n on [a, ) is partially separated in L2[a, ), we present a
new characterization of self-adjoint boundary conditions for l 2. For two differential
operators T1(l ) and T2(l ) associated with l, we show that the product T2(l ) T1(l )
is self-adjoint if and only if T2(l )=T1*(l ). It extends the previous result in [1],
where both T1(l) and T2(l ) are self-adjoint, singular limit-circle SturmLiouville
operators. Furthermore, we also characterize the boundary conditions of the
Friedrichs extension of the minimal operator generated by l 2.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let l be a formally symmetric ordinary differential expression of order n
on the interval [a, ). We assume that the product l 2 can be well formed.
Let T(l ) be a differential operator generated by l in L2[a, ) with some
boundary conditions ([6]; see also Sect. 4). It is known that the product
l 2 is a formally symmetric differential expression of order 2n on [a, )
with equal deficiency indices, and the minimal operator associated with l 2
in L2[a, ) is a positive symmetric differential operator (cf. [5, 11]). There
have been many research results on the subject of the products or powers
of differential operators, especially on deficiency indices of powers of l (see
[3, 5]) and commutativity of differential expressions (see [8]), as well as
on factorization and the Friedrichs extension of differential operators (see
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[4, 6]). The self-adjoint extensions of symmetric differential operators have
been also discussed in [2, 6, 9]. On the problem of determining the self-
adjointness of the product T2(l ) T1(l ) of two differential operators T1(l )
and T2(l ), it has been considered in [1] when l is a singular limit-circle
SturmLiouville operator on [a, ). A necessary and sufficient condition
for the self-adjointness of T2(l ) T1(l ) was given (see [1, Theorem 3]),
which turns out that if both T1(l ) and T2(l ) are self-adjoint, then
T2(l ) T1(l ) is self-adjoint if and only if T1(l )=T2(l ). However, the exten-
sions of this result have not been investigated in the literature. A natural
extension is to consider the case in which T1(l ) and T2(l ) are not self-
adjoint. More generally, the result should be extended to the general classes
of differential expressions with arbitrary deficiency indices. The purpose of
this paper is to deal with these two extensions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce necessary
notation and review some basic facts. We will assume that l 2 is partially
separated in L2[a, ) (see [3]). In Section 3, based on the solutions of the
equations ly=iy and ly=&iy, we will first establish a type of direct sum
decomposition for the domain of the maximal operator associated with l 2.
By using the description method for self-adjoint extensions of symmetric
operators in Hilbert spaces developed in [10], we then present a new
characterization of self-adjoint boundary conditions for l 2. In Section 4 we
show that the product T2(l ) T1(l ) is a self-adjoint operator if and only if
T2(l )=T1*(l ). Finally, in Section 5 we characterize the explicit boundary
conditions that determine the Friedrichs extension of the minimal operator
associated with l 2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let l be a formally symmetric differential expression of order n on
[a, ), i.e. l=l + where
ly= :
n
j=0
pj (t) y( j) and l +y= :
n
j=0
(&1) j (p j (t) y) ( j). (2.1)
We assume that the coefficients pj (t) satisfy the following basic conditions:
(i) pj (t): [a, )  C, pj (t) # C (n+ j)[a, ), j=0, ..., n,
(2.2)
(ii) pn(t){0, t # [a, ).
The basic conditions ensure that the formal square l 2 of l, defined by
l 2y=l(ly), (2.3)
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exists as a differential expression. Furthermore, l and l 2 are regular on
[a, b] for all b>a.
Note that in this paper we will write a matrix A with m rows and n
columns as A=(aij)m_n or A=(a ij)1im, 1 jn , where aij is the element
of A appearing in the i th row and j th column. In the case when m=n, we
simply write A=(aij)n or A=(aij)1i, jn . Let AT and A* denote the trans-
pose and Hermite adjoint of A respectively.
In the following, one can easily see that the facts and notations we
introduce for l are applicable for l 2 similarly.
Let n+ and n& denote the deficiency indices of the formally symmetric
differential expression l on [a, ) associated with the upper and lower
half-planes respectively. Write def(l )=(n+ , n&). Obviously,
[(n++n&)2]n+ , n&n.
Here, n+ and n& are not necessarily equal.
Definition 1 [3]. Under the basic conditions (2.2), we say that l 2 is
partially separated in L2[a, ) if y # L2[a, ), y(2n&1) # ACloc[a, ) and
l 2y # L2[a, ) together imply that ly # L2[a, ).
Lemma 1. Let (2.2) hold. Then l 2 is partially separated in L2[a, ) if
and only if
def(l 2)=(n++n& , n++n&). (2.4)
Proof. See [3, pp. 180181].
We define the operator TM(l ) by TM(l ) y=ly, y # DM(l), where
DM(l )=[ y # L2[a, ) : y (n&1) # AC loc[a, ) and ly # L2[a, )]. (2.5)
The operator TM (l ) is called the maximal operator of l on [a, ) and its
domain DM (l ) is called the maximal domain of l on [a, ). It is known
[7, Sect. 17] that DM (l ) is dense in L2[a, ). Thus the adjoint of TM (l )
is well defined. Let T0(l )=T*M (l ). It is known [7, Sect. 17] that T0(l ) is the
closure of the symmetric operator T$0(l ) defined by restricting l to the
domain D$0(l )=[ y # DM (l ) : y has compact support in (a, )]. The
operator T0(l ) is called the minimal operator of l on [a, ) and D0(l ) :=
D(T0(l )) is called the minimal domain of l on [a, ).
For any y, z # DM (l ), we have the Green’s formula,
|

a
[(ly) z & y(lz)] dt=[ y, z]n ()&[ y, z]n (a), (2.6)
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where
[ y, z]n (t)=Rn( y)(t) QTn (t) Rn*(z)(t),
(2.7)
[ y, z]n ()= lim
t  
[ y, z]n (t) exist,
Rn( y)(t)=( y(t), y$(t), ..., y(n&1)(t)), t # [a, ), (2.8)
and Qn(t)=(q ijt (l ))0i, jn&1 ,
q ijt (l )={ :
n& j&1
k=i
(&1)k \ki + p (k&i)j+k+1(t), i+ jn&1, (2.9)
0, i+ j<n&1.
Hereafter, [ } , } ]n (t) is called the Lagrange bilinear form corresponding to
l on [a, ).
Since l is a formally symmetric differential expression on [a, ), we
easily get from (2.9) that
Qn*(t)=&Qn(t), rank Qn(t)=n, t # [a, ). (2.10)
Lemma 2. Let (2.2) hold. We have
D0(l )=[ y # DM (l ) : Rn( y)(a)=0, [ y, z]n ()=0, for all z # DM (l )].
(2.11)
Proof. See [7, pp. 7080].
Let /i (i=1, ..., n) be a set of functions in DM (l ) which satisfy the following
conditions:
/ (k&1)i (a)=$ik , /i (t)=0 for all ta+1 (i, k=1, ..., n),
where $ is the Kronecker delta (for the existence of these functions, see
[7, Sect. 17]). Clearly, /i  D0(l ). Let
D (l )=D0(l )+4 span[/1 , ..., /n], (2.12)
where the symbol +4 denotes a direct sum and span[/1 , ..., /n] denotes the
linear span of /1 , ..., /n . For any z~ # D (l ), it is not difficult to see that
[ y, z~ ]n ()=0, for all y # DM (l ). (2.13)
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Lemma 3. Let (2.2) hold and N=n++n&&n. Then ly=iy has N linearly
independent square integrable solutions on [a, ), denoted by %1 , ..., %N , which
satisfy
rank K11=N, DM (l)=D (l )+4 span[%1 , ..., %N], (2.14)
where K11=([%i , %j]n ())1i, jN .
Proof. The proof of [9, Theroem 1] with an obvious modification shows
DM (l )=D (l )+4 span [,1 , ..., ,N], (2.15)
where ,i are the solutions of ly=*y or ly=* y (Im(*){0, , i # L2[a, )),
i=1, ..., N, and rank([,i , ,j]n ())1i, jN=N.
From def(l )=(n+ , n&), we conclude that ly=iy and ly=&iy have
exactly n+ and n& linearly independent square integrable solutions on
[a, ), denoted by %1 , ..., %n+ and 1 , ..., n& , respectively. By (2.15) we have
%i= y~ i+Nj=1 cij ,j , k=z~ k+
N
j=1 dkj , j , y~ i , z~ k # D (l ). (2.16)
Let 3(t) and 9(t) denote the Wronski matrix of [%1 , ..., %n+] and
[1 , ..., n&] respectively. It is easily verified from (2.6), (2.13), and (2.16)
that
3T (a) QTn (a) 9 (a)=([%i , k]n (a))n+_n&=([%i , k]n ())n+_n&
=C([,i , ,k]n ())N D*,
where C=(cij)n+_N , D=(dkj)n&_N . This yields rank CN. It also follows
from (2.13) and (2.16) that
([%i , %j]n ())n+=C([,i , , j]n ())N C*.
Hence rank([%i , %j]n ())n+=N, and there exist N linearly independent
solutions, say %1 , ..., %N (without loss of generality), of ly=iy such that
rank K11=N. Along the similar line as [9, Theorem 1], we can prove (2.14).
The proof is completed.
In what follows, let Cm=[:=(c , ..., cm) : ci # C, i=1, ..., m].
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Lemma 4. Let S0 be a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space H with
deficiency indices (m, m), m<. Let {: D(S 0*) [ C2m be a linear mapping
such that for any y # D(S0*),
Im(S 0*y, y)=&
i
2
[(S0*y, y)&( y, S 0* y)]={( y) A{*( y), (2.17)
where A is a Hermite matrix of order 2m. Then S is a self-adjoint extension of
S0 if and only if there exists a m_2m matrix M satisfying
(i) rank M=m,
(ii) MA&1M*=0,
and such that Sy=S 0* y, y # D(S), where
(iii) D(S)=[ y # D(S 0*) : M{*( y)=0].
Proof. The detailed proof may be found in [10]. Here we only sketch the
main process of the proof as follows. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4, we
have the following facts.
(a) For any y, z # D(S0*), we have
(S0* y, z)&( y, S0*z)=2i{( y) A{*(z);
(b) rank A=2m and the signature of A is zero,
(c) { is surjective and {( y0)=0 for all y0 # D(S0). Furthermore, if we
restrict { to the quotient space D(S0*)D(S0), then { is injective.
Proof of the sufficiency. From fact (b), there exists a matrix G of order 2m
such that
A=G \Im0
0
&Im+ G*.
If we write MA&1G as (N1 , N2), that is, MA&1G=(N1 , N2), where N1 and
N2 are m square matrices, then it follows from condition (ii) that
0=MA&1M*=(N1 , N2) \Im0
0
&Im+\
N1*
N2*+=N1N 1*&N2N2*.
Combining this conclusion with condition (i), we can prove
rank N1=rank N2=m, N2*N &1*1 N
&1
1 N2=Im . (2.18)
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For any y # D(S), we can write {( y) G=(:1( y), :2( y)), where :1( y),
:2( y) # Cm. From condition (iii) we have
0=M{*( y)=(N1 , &N2) \:1*( y):2*( y)+=N1:1*( y)&N2:2*( y),
:1*( y)=N &11 N2 :2*( y). (2.19)
So, for any y, z # D(S), we obtain from the fact (a), (2.18) and (2.19) that
(S 0*y, z)&( y, S 0*z)=2i{( y) A{*(z)
=2i[:1( y) :1*(z)&:2( y) :2*(z)]
=2i[:2( y)(N2*N &1*1 N
&1
1 N2&Im) :2*(z)]
=0.
Hence S is a symmetric operator, that is, S0 /SS*/S 0*.
Using the definition of adjoint operators and the fact (a), we have
D(S*)=[ y # D(S0*) : {( y) A{*(z)=0 for all z # D(S)].
Let MA&1=(:T1 , ..., :
T
m)
T, :i # C2m. As { is surjective there exist zi # D(S 0*)
satisfying {(zi)=:i , i=1, ..., m. By conditions (ii) and (iii), we get that
M{*(zi)=0 and zi # D(S) (i=1, ..., m). Let y # D(S*). Then {( y) A{*(zi)
=0, which yields M{*( y)=0 and y # D(S). This shows that S is a self-adjoint
extension of S0 .
Proof of the necessity. Since S is a self-adjoint extension of S0 , there exist
elements y1 , ..., ym in D(S0*) which are linearly independent modulo D(S0),
satisfying
D(S)=D(S0)+4 span[ y1 , ..., ym],
see [11, Chap. 8]. Let M=({T ( y1), ..., {T ( ym))TA&1. By facts (a) and (c), we
have
MA&1M*=0, rank M=m, D(S)[ y # D(S 0*) : M{*( y)=0].
From the proof of the sufficiency and the self-adjointness of S, we obtain
D(S)=[ y # D(S0*) : M{*( y)=0].
The proof is completed.
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3. A NEW FORM OF SELF-ADJOINT DOMAINS OF l2
Under the basic conditions (2.2), it is known that l 2 is a formally sym-
metric differential expression of order 2n on [a, ). Furthermore, it follows
from (2.4) that def(l 2)=(n++n& , n++n&). Similar to the notations of
Section 2, let T0(l 2) and TM (l 2) be the minimal and maximal operators
generated by l 2 in L2[a, ), D0(l 2), and DM (l 2) be the domains of T0(l 2)
and TM (l 2), respectively. Let [ } , } ]2n (t) be the Lagrange bilinear form
corresponding to l 2 on [a, ).
Before stating our main result we need to introduce several lemmas. In
Lemma 5 through 8, we always assume that the basic conditions (2.2) hold
and l 2 is partially separated in L2[a, ).
Lemma 5.
(i) DM (l 2)/DM (l );
(ii) D0(l 2)/D0(l ).
Proof. From the partial separation of l 2, it follows that (i) holds. (ii) is
given by [5, pp. 5762].
Lemma 6. For any y, z # DM (l 2), we have
[ y, z]2n (t)=[ly, z]n (t)+[ y, lz]n (t), t # [a, ). (3.1)
Proof. Let t # [a, ), and consider the functions Y(x) and Z(x) defined by
Y(x)={ ,(x),y(x)
for xt+1,
for x<t+1,
Z(x)={(x),z(x),
for xt+1,
for x<t+1,
x # [a, ),
where ,,  # C 0 [a, ), ,
(k)(t+1)= y(k)(t+1) and (k)(t+1)=z(k)(t+1),
k=0, 1, ..., 2n&1. Then it follows that Y, Z # DM (l 2)/DM (l ). From (2.3)
and (2.6) we have
&[Y, Z]2n (t)=|

t
(l 2Y) Z dx&|

t
Y(l 2Z) dx
=|

t
l(lY) Z dx&|

t
Yl (lZ) dx
=&[lY, Z]n (t)&[Y, lZ]n (t).
This proves (3.1).
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Using the same method as Lemma 3, we can prove that the equation
ly=&iy also has N linearly independent square integrable solutions on
[a, ), denoted by %N+1 , ..., %2N , which satisfy
rank([%N+i , %N+ j]n ())1i, jN=N. (3.2)
Also it is easy to verify that %1 , ..., %2N are the solutions of the equation
l 2y=&y. Denote
K12=([%i , %N+ j]n ())1i, jN , K21=([%N+i , %j]n ())1i, jN ,
K22=([%N+i , %N+ j]n ())1i, jN , K=\K11K21
K12
K22+ .
(3.3)
By (2.10) and (2.6), we have
K*11=&K11 , K*22=&K22 , K*12=&K21 , K*=&K. (3.4)
Lemma 7. Let 2=( 0&K21
K12
0 ). Then
([%i , %j]2n ())1i, j2N=2i2, (3.5)
DM (l 2)=D (l 2)+4 span[%1 , ..., %2N]. (3.6)
Proof. By (3.1) and (3.3), we obtain
([%i , %j]2n ())2N=\ ([%i , l%j]n ())N([%N+i , l%j]n ())N
([% i , l%N+ j]n ())N
([%N+i , l%N+ j]n ())N+
+\ ([l% i , %j]n ())N([l%N+i , %j]n ())N
([l%i , %N+ j]n ())N
([l%N+i , %N+ j]n ())N+
=\ 0&2iK21
2iK12
0 +=2i 2.
The proof of [9, Lemma 1] with an obvious modification shows rank K
=N, which implies
K21=K0K11 , K22=K0K12 ,
where K0 is an N_N matrix. Hence from rank K22=N, we get
rank K12=rank K21=N, rank 2=2N.
From Lemma 3, this implies Lemma 7.
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Denote
rn( y)()=([ y, %1]n (), ..., [ y, %N]n ()), E=\K11K21
iK11
&iK21+ .
(3.7)
Lemma 8. For any y # DM (l 2), let y= y~ +2Ni=1 c i %i , y~ # D (l
2) (see
(3.6)). Then
(rn( y)(), rn(ly)())=(c1 , ..., c2N) E, rank E=2N. (3.8)
Proof. For any y # DM (l 2), from the definition of D (l 2), Lemma 5 and
(3.1), it is easily seen that y~ , ly~ # D (l ). Hence
ly=ly~ + :
2N
i=1
ci l% i ,
and for 1 jN,
[ y, %j]n ()= :
2N
i=1
ci[%i , %j]n (), [ly, %j]n ()= :
2N
i=1
ci[l%i , %j]n ().
Thus
rn( y)()=(c1 , ..., c2N) \K11K21+ , rn(ly)()=(c1 , ..., c2N) \
iK11
&iK21+ .
(3.9)
Furthermore, by (2.14) and Lemma 7 we have
det \K11K21
K11
&K21+=det(2K11) det(&K21){0,
which leads to rank E=2N. This, together with (3.9), implies Lemma 8.
Denote
A1=\
0
0
QTn (a)
0
0
0
0
K &111
QTn (a)
0
0
0
0
K &111
0
0 + (3.10)
and
R2n( y)=(Rn( y)(a), rn( y)(), Rn(ly)(a), rn(ly)()), (3.11)
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where the definitions of Qn(a), K11 and Rn( y)(a) are given in Section 2 (see
(2.8), (2.14), (2.9)), rn( y)() is given by (3.7).
From the above results, we now can state one of our main results as
follows.
Theorem 1. Assume that the coefficients pj (t) of the formally symmetric
differential expression l (see (2.1)) satisfy the basic conditions (2.2), and l 2
is partially separated in L2[a, ). Then T(l 2) is a self-adjoint extension of
T0(l 2) if and only if there exists an (n++n&)_(2n++2n&) matrix M
satisfying
(i) rank M=n++n& ,
(ii) MA&11 M*=0,
and such that T(l 2) y=l 2y, y # D(T(l 2)), where
D(T(l 2))=[ y # DM (l 2) : MR*2n( y)=0].
Proof. For any y # DM (l 2), by (2.7) and (3.1) we have
[ y, y]2n (a)=Rn( y)(a) QTn (a) Rn*(ly)(a)+Rn(ly)(a) Q
T
n (a) Rn*( y)(a).
Thus
[ y, y]2n (a)=(Rn( y)(a), Rn(ly)(a)) \ 0QTn (a)
QTn (a)
0 +\
Rn*( y)(a)
Rn*(ly)(a)+ .
(3.12)
Furthermore, Lemmas 7 and 8 imply
c 1
[ y, y]2n ()=(c1 , } } } , c2N)([% i , %j]2n ())2N \ b +c 2N )
=2i(rn( y)(), rn(ly)()) E&1 2E&1* \ rn*( y)()rn*(ly)()+ .
Since
E*2&1E=\ K*11&iK*11
K*21
iK*21+\
0
K &112
&K &121
0 +\
K11
K21
iK11
&iK21+
=\&IN&IN
K11 K &121
&iK11K &121 +\
K11
K21
iK11
&iK21+
=\ 0&2iK11
&2iK11
0 + ,
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we have
[ y, y]2n ()
=(rn( y)(), rn(ly)()) \ 0&K &111
&K &111
0 + \
rn*( y)()
rn*(ly)()+ . (3.13)
Note that R2n( y): DM (l 2) [ C(2n++2n&) is a linear mapping. And it follows
from (2.6), (3.12), and (3.13) that
2Im(TM (l 2) y, y)=iR2n( y) A1R*2n( y),
where iA1 is a Hermite matrix of order 2(n++n&) (see (2.10) and (3.4)).
By Lemma 4, we obtain Theorem 1.
4. THE SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF T2(l) T1(l)
For any y # DM (l ), denote
A0=\Q
T
n (a)
0
0
K &111 + , Rn( y)=(Rn( y)(a), rn( y)()). (4.1)
Definition 2 [6]. Let s be an integer with 0sn++n& , and M be
an (n++n&&s)_(n++n&) matrix with rank n++n&&s. We define an
operator T(l ) in L2[a, ) by T(l ) y=ly, y # D(T(l )), where
D(T(l ))=[ y # DM (l ) : MRn*( y)=0]. (4.2)
D(T(l )) is clearly a linear submanifold of DM (l ) for any matrix M with
rank n++n&&s. Furthermore, from (4.2) it is clear that
T0(l )/T(l )/TM (l),
and T(l ) is a s dimensional extension of T0(l ). And since T0(l ) is closed, it
follows that every operator T(l ) is closed.
Lemma 9. Under the basic conditions (2.2), if T(l ) is a s dimensional
extension of T0(l ) satisfying (4.2), then T*(l ) is an (n++n&&s) dimen-
sional extension of T0(l ), and there exists a s_(n++n&) matrix B such that
rank B=s, MA&10 B*=0 and
D(T*(l ))=[ y # DM (l ) : BRn*( y)=0]. (4.3)
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Proof. By the definitions of T(l ) and its adjoint, we have
T0(l )/T(l ), T*(l )/TM (l)
and
D(T*(l ))=[ y # DM (l ) : (TM (l) y, z)&( y, TM (l ) z)=0
for all z # D(T(l ))]. (4.4)
Let M 1=[: # C(n++n&) : M:*=0]. Then dim(M 1)=s, and M 1 may be
regarded as M 1=span[;1 , ..., ;s]. Let M1=(;T1 , ..., ;
T
s )
T. Using (2.6), (2.13),
and (2.14), we can easily verify that
(TM (l ) y, z)&( y, TM (l ) z)=&Rn( y) A0Rn*(z) ( y, z # DM (l)). (4.5)
For any y # DM (l ), by [10, Lemma 1.3] we get that Rn( y) : DM (l ) [
C(n++n&) is a linear full mapping. Therefore, M 1=span[Rn(z): MRn*(z)
=0, z # DM (l )]. Let B=M1A0 . By (4.2), (4.4), and (4.5), we see that
rank B=s, MA&10 B*=0 and B satisfies the desired condition (4.3). We
complete the proof of the lemma.
Theorem 2. Let the coefficients pj (t) of the formally symmetric differential
expression l satisfy (2.2), and l 2 be partially separated in L2[a, ). If T1(l )
and T2(l ) are two differential operators generated by l (cf. Definition 2), then
T(l 2)=T2(l) T1(l) is self-adjoint if and only if
T2(l )=T1*(l ) or T1(l )=T2*(l ).
Proof. Clearly, we only need to prove the necessary part. From
Definition 2, there exist an (n++n&&s1)_(n++n&) matrix M1 with
rank n++n&&s1 and an (n++n&&s2)_(n++n&) matrix M2 with rank
n++n&&s2 , 0s1 , s2n++n& , satisfying
D(T1(l ))=[ y # DM (l ) : M1 Rn*( y)=0],
(4.6)
D(T2(l ))=[ y # DM (l ) : M2 Rn*( y)=0].
Let
M=\M10
0
M2+ .
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From T(l 2)=T2(l ) T1(l ), (2.3), and (4.6), we see that
D(T(l 2))=[ y # DM (l 2) : M1Rn*( y)=0 and M2Rn*(ly)=0]
=[ y # DM (l 2) : MR*2n( y)=0].
Since T(l 2) is a self-adjoint extension of T0(l 2), it follows from Theorem 1
that
rank M=n++n& and MA&11 M*=0.
So we have s1+s2=n++n& and
\M10
0
M2+\
0
A&10
A&10
0 +\
M1*
0
0
M2*+
=\ 0M2A&10 M1*
M1 A&10 M2*
0 +=0,
which yields M1A&10 M2*=0. By Lemma 9 we get that D(T2(l ))=
D(T1*(l )). The proof is completed.
From Theorem 2, we have immediately the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 2. If, in addition,
def(l )=(m, m) and both T1(l ) and T2(l ) are self-adjoint, then T2(l ) T1(l ) is
a self-adjoint operator if and only if T1(l )=T2(l ).
Proof. Let n+=n&=m and let both T1(l ) and T2(l ) be self-adjoint in
Theorem 2. We easily get the desired result.
Corollary 2. Let (2.2) hold; let def(l )=(n, n). If T1(l ) and T2(l ) are
two differential operators generated by l, then T(l 2)=T2(l ) T1(l ) is self-
adjoint if and only if
T2(l )=T1*(l ) or T1(l )=T2*(l ).
Proof. In view of the fact that if def(l )=(n, n), then l 2 is partially
separated in L2[a, ) (cf. [3]). The corollary follows from Theorem 2 at
once.
It is easy to verify that T0(l 2)/TM (l ) T0(l ) and T0(l 2) is a positive
symmetric operator with equal deficiency indices. For the differential
operators T1(l ) and T2(l ) generated by l, by Theorem 2, the product
T2(l ) T1(l ) is a nonnegative self-adjoint extension of T0(l 2) if and only if
T2(l )=T1*(l ). However, for all nonnegative self-adjoint extensions T (l 2) of
T0(l 2), T (l 2) is not necessarily to be expressed as T*(l ) T(l ), the result will
be presented in our forthcoming paper.
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5. THE FRIEDRICHS EXTENSION OF T0(l2)
Given a symmetric operator S in a Hilbert space H which is bounded
below, the Friedrichs extension SF (which is a self-adjoint extension) is
defined as follows.
y # D(SF) if and only if there is a sequence [ yj]1 in D(S) such that
(i) yj  y in H as j  ,
(ii) (S( yj& yi), yj& yi)  0 as j, i  ,
and SF is the restriction of S* to D(SF).
Note that T0(l 2) is a positive symmetric operator and T0(l ) is a closed
operator, we easily infer that the Friedrichs extension TF (l 2) of T0(l 2) is
T0*(l ) T0(l )=TM (l ) T0(l ) (cf. [4]). In the next theorem, the domain of
TF (l 2) is characterized explicitly by the boundary conditions of l 2.
Theorem 3. Let (2.2) hold; let l 2 is partially separated in L2[a, ).
Then the domain of the Friedrichs extension TF (l 2) of T0(l 2) is given by
D(TF (l 2))
[ y, %1]2n ()
={ y # DM (l 2) : Rn( y)(a)=0, (K &111 , &K &121 ) \ b +=0= .[ y, %2N]2n ()
Here, K11 and K21 are given by Lemma 3 and (3.3) respectively.
Proof. Let y # DM (l 2). By (3.6) and (3.8) we have
y= y~ + :
2N
i=1
ci %i , y~ # D (l 2),
and
c 1
(IN , 0) \ rn*( y)()rn*(ly)()+=(IN , 0) E* \ b +c 2N
[ y, %1]2n ()
=(IN , 0) E*(2i 2)*&1 \ b +[ y, %2N]2n ())
[ y, %1]2n ()
=
i
2
(&IN , K11K &121 ) \ b + ,[ y, %2N]2n ()
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where E and 2 are given by (3.7) and (3.5). Hence
[ y, %1]2n ()
rn*( y)()=&
i
2
K11(K &111 , &K
&1
21 ) \ b + . (5.1)[ y, %2N]2n ()
It is known that TF (l 2)=TM (l ) T0(l ) (cf. [4]). Hence, according to
Theorem 1, we obtain
D(TF (l 2))=[ y # DM (l 2) : Rn( y)(a)=0, rn( y)()=0]. (5.2)
By (5.1), (5.2) and the fact that rank K11=N, the desired result follows.
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